Uisge Beatha - Part 5
Cruise of West Coast of Scotland, August 7th – August 16th 2009
At midday we gave up on the weather forecast. It had promised us a southerly force 5 or 6
decreasing 4 or 5. We were motor-sailing into a southerly force 7, trying to get around Pladda,
to the south of Arran, from where we would have the wind on the beam as we crossed
Kilbrannon Sound on the way to Campbeltown. With the islet of Pladda abeam we bore away
and a large wave crashed into the cockpit soaking David on the helm. It was time to put in that
third reef. In the next 3 hours the wind built to force 8 with prolonged gusts of force 9
accompanied by driving rain – David noted a gust of 46 knots. We were unprepared for this
gale. We had a storm jib on board, but were not sure how to rig it. So, with rough or very rough
seas on the beam, and all of us clipped on even in the cockpit, we unfurled a tiny bit of the genoa
and made exhilarating progress towards shelter in Campbeltown Loch.
Our 5th summer cruise had started several days earlier from our normal departure point of
Glenarm on the Antrim coast (see the Map). We, four ancient mariners with a penchant for malt
whisky, sailing and Scotland were getting our summer fix in Moyle Maiden, a Dufour 35 foot
yacht. Our plan this year was to take it easy. There was to be no long sail to the Outer Hebrides,
just a relaxed pooter in the Inner Hebrides followed by the Crinan Canal, the Kyles of Bute and
other destinations in the Firth of Clyde that took our fancy. This would give us plenty of time
for sightseeing and, naturally, touring distilleries. Believe it or not, despite the cruises of 4
previous years, we still had not exhausted the distilleries on the west coast of Scotland.
Our first destination was Port Ellen on Islay. A lack of wind saw us motoring for 6 hours to get
there, in and out of fog banks hugging the Antrim coast. At times the fog was so thick that we
all donned life jackets, reduced the boat speed and took it in turn to stand on the bows sounding
the fog horn. I was concerned that the fog would lie over the North Channel where we would
have to cross shipping lanes, but once away from Northern Ireland it cleared and we had
excellent visability all the way to Islay.
Port Ellen was very attractive in the sunshine and we were entertained by a seal practically
leaping out of the water to get fish offered by a local fisherman while a crowd of onlookers
snapped away. It is also the main port for Islay and a big grain hopper behind the ferry terminal
was evidence of the 9 or so distilleries which get their barley from there. There used to be a
distillery in Port Ellen but now the main industry is malting the barley for others to distill. We
took the opportunity to visit the original Islay distillery of Bowmore founded in 1779. It was one

Seal Feeding Time – Port Ellen
of our best tours, led by a knowledgeable and funny local girl, after a short introductory and
informative film, which introduced such memorable employees as ‘big Wully’, ‘‘ur Wully’ and
‘wee Wully’. Waste heat from the kiln was re-cycled to pre-heat the water for the mashing
process and the waste heat from that heated the local swimming pool; as a result Bowmore has
won several environmental awards including an EU-wide Award for Sustainable Development –
although, as the guide pointed out, the motivation for this exemplary re-cycling was due more to
legendary Scottish penny-pinching rather than any commitment to the environment!
Like a lot of small Scottish towns, the town of Bowmore is dominated by an imposing kirk on
top of a hill. In this case the church was totally round so that there were “no corners in which the
devil could hide”. At the bottom of the hill, and connected to the church by the main street, is a
small picturesque harbour with fine views across Lock Indaal.
We left Islay for the island of Gigha and had a wonderful 25 mile sail in sunshine and a
quartering force 3 or 4. We went to Gigha last year and were so impressed with the island
community’s dynamism and good food that we wanted to go back. This time, instead of picking
up a mooring in the popular Ardminish Bay we decided to anchor off the south of the island in
Caolas Gigalum. “Caolas” means straits and is frequently rendered as “kyles” in Scots English.
We will come to more kyles later in the story.

We anchored in the straits between Gigha and the off-lying islet of Gigalum and were rewarded
by being the only yacht in this beautiful and sheltered place. This meant that we had a 2 mile
walk to the pub for supper, but we relished the exercise and the appetite it engendered, so it was
a small price to pay. David felt that this was midge country so he borrowed some of Mac’s
insect repellent which was well past the sell-by date; instead of repelling insects it seemed to
positively to encourage them and he soon had a black cloud hovering just above his head while
the rest of us, with no insect repellent, were completely unmolested.
The next day, with no wind, we motored to Crinan arriving early evening in the basin just inside
the first sea lock. We were there in time to see “VIC 32”, a Clyde Puffer similar to generations
of Puffers such as “Vital Spark” immortalised by Neil Munroe in his tales of its skipper Para
Handy; tales which have subsequently been made into a BBC TV series. The Puffers were
canal boats designed to be seaworthy enough to supply the Hebrides. They plied their cargoes
from the 1880’s until the First World War. However, in the Second World War they were reinvented as Victualling Inshore Craft with “VIC 32” being built in 1943 (see
http://www.savethepuffer.co.uk/ ). Richard found all this particularly interesting as he had
brought the tales of Para Handy for his bedtime reading.

A Clyde Puffer Entering the Sea Lock at Crinan

It was at Crinan that we met a German skipper we immediately nicknamed Klaus on account of
his startling resemblance to the famous German actor Klaus Kinski. Despite having sailed up
from northern Germany and through the Caledonian canal, Klaus felt his crew inadequate for the
task of going through the Crinan Canal alone, so without ceremony he announced that he was
coming with us. After watching him come alongside, we did have a few reservations but didn’t
feel we could refuse.
The next morning we left at 10, having informed “Klaus” of our plans beforehand. We were
slightly alarmed when he cast off before starting his engine and became even more so when his
crew clearly had no idea what to do with the bow and stern warps. The flow of water in the
locks can be rather turbulent particularly as they fill up, when going up hill. So it is very
important to have constant tension on the bow and stern warps, and to have those warps at a
suitably oblique angle to the boat; yet at the same time you have to be ready to pull in or let out
those same warps as the boat rises or falls; if you get it right is easy enough, but if you get it
wrong the boat can be jerked around and slam into the wall or other boats in the lock.

David & Richard Showing Excellent Boat Handling Skills in a Crinan Lock
Well, Klaus’ foredeck crew had no idea how to do this and despite demonstrations from us and
instructions from the lock keeper, they had no intention of changing how they did things.
Consequently, we constantly had to fend off the German boat as it surged forward and back and
swung into and away from the wall. Despite this added challenge we got on fine with our

companions. Mac even got to calling him Klaus and he would respond without batting an eyelid,
so perhaps that really was his name. They clearly appreciated us operating all the lock gates for
them (only a few are operated by the Crinan canal staff) so, when we parted company at
Cairnbaan, they presented us with a bottle of whisky.
We stayed another night in the canal, although it is possible to go through it in one day. We did
so because it was a glorious day and we wanted to stretch our legs and walk to the largest
expanse of prehistoric rock art in Scotland at Achnabreck. An additional reason was that
Richard had been photographed when arriving at the last lock by a good looking French woman,
who was attending a wedding at the local hotel in Cairnbaan that night. The mysterious “cup
and ring” carvings were worth the effort of climbing up to them and an additional bonus was a
stunning view of Lock Fyne off to the south. Our meal later at the hotel was reasonable and
although as an Englishman I was uneasy at the sight of the Scots and the French renewing their
old alliance, the wedding attire of dress kilts made for a pretty picture. Unfortunately, the French
photographer was obviously occupied elsewhere.
The next day it was tipping it down and this continued for most of the day. For the final few
locks we were in the company of a Welsh civil servant and his family. He was taking 5 weeks
holiday and had sailed up from Aberystwyth with a chum, met his wife and children of 6 and 3 at
Glasgow airport and was in the middle of a round trip. His control of his yacht in the locks was
a joy to behold. He effortlessly managed both bow and stern warps from the cockpit,as well as
the engine, steering and his children, while his wife gave us a hand with the lock gates. I wish
Klaus could have seen it! It was the Welsh skipper who recommended our next anchorage
whilst warning us off our next port of call.
In the sort of weather the Scots aptly call “dreich”, we existed the canal, sailed down Loch Fyne
and turned left into West Kyle, between the Scottish mainland and the Isle of Bute. The
recommended anchorage was at An Caladh – a small sheltered pool between the mainland and a
small island and with two narrow entrances with submerged rocks. It was, so we were told,
beautiful and peaceful, and so close to the many marinas in the Clyde, that we expected it to be
crowded – it was August after all. However, to our surprise and delight we had the place entirely
to ourselves. The weather continued dreich, but we sat up in the cockpit in fleeces and
waterproofs soaked up the atmosphere and scenery and toasted the skipper who had given us
such a good recommendation.

Sailing on Lock Fyne in Dreich Weather
The port which had not been recommended was Rothesay, but we were keen to sample some
bright lights so we decided to go there anyway. How could we resist a place that advertises as
one of its main attractions its public toilets? These are not any old public toilets but awardwinning Victorian public toilets with a mosaic floor, marble fittings, shiny copper pipe work and
glass-sided cisterns. In addition Rothesay boasts a castle (the ancient seat of the Earls of Bute),
Mount Stuart House and Gardens (the current seat of the Earls of Bute), a pavilion which is
reputed to be the finest example of Art Deco in Scotland and also features the Highland
Boundary fault, which separates the highlands from the lowlands.
The heyday of Rothesay was probably the first half of the twentieth century when it was a prime
holiday destination for hordes of Glaswegians who would take a trip "doon the watter" for some
sea air. In the brand new Discovery Centre we watched a 1951 film showing queues of paddle
steamers waiting to dock and unload their cargoes of holiday makers, packed like sardines on the
top deck. It was not like that now. Ferries disgorged only a handful of passengers, notices
advertising “vacancies” were in all the boarding houses and a brand new marina with 34 berths
contained only 4 or 5 boats. Even along the water front, derelict houses are visible like rotten
teeth in a once flashy smile. In an attempt to promote more recent triumphs the Discovery
Centre included a display on local girl Lena Zavoroni who became a child star on Opportunity
Knocks in 1974, but failed to build on that success in later life – a metaphor for Rothesay
perhaps?

Nevertheless we did enjoy Rothesay. The Victorian toilets were indeed remarkable, the castle
was interesting and well documented, the gardens well tended, the Pavilion very attractive and it
had an excellent fish & chips shop. Much investment has clearly gone into the place in recent
years. Apart from the aforementioned marina and Discovery Centre there was also a brand new
ferry terminal. Like a lot of former seaside towns it is struggling to re-invent itself but is much
helped by the magnificence scenery of sea lochs to seaward and the natural, unspoilt beauty of
the Isle of Bute; David Attenborough has a house there, and he knows a thing or two about
natural beauty! On leaving Rothesay we sailed down the east side of Bute and passed the
magnificent gothic pile of Mount Stuart; it was a shame we did not have the time to visit it – next
time perhaps.

Lamlash on Arran from Holy Island – Moyle Maiden at Anchor
Our next stop was an anchorage off Holy Island, which forms a natural breakwater for Lamlash
Bay on the island of Arran. Holy Island was the home of the Celtic Christian saint St Molaise
who lived in a cave there in the sixth century. The island is now owned by the Rokpa Charitable
Trust which provided education and training inspired by Tibetan Buddhism. There is a Centre
for World Peace and Health on the north side of the island and a closed Buddhist retreat on the
south side. For more information go to:
http://www.holyisland.org/index.php?module=pagesetter&func=viewpub&tid=16&pid=1

Our motivation for being there was less religious than physical; we anchored off the Centre and
set out to climb Mullach Mor, 1026ft above sea-level. Walking through heather, bogs and herds
of feral goats and horses, we spent 3 h ours walking all over the island and were rewarded with
spectacular views over the Firth of Clyde. Midges and flying ants were an irritant and once
again Mac’s “insect repellent” proved it should more accurately be called “insect attractant”.

The Waverley and the Buddhist Retreat on Holy Island
From the island’s heights we were treated to a bird’s eye view of the last remaining ocean-going
paddle steamer, the Waverley. Built in 1947 to replace the original Waverley which was sunk at
Dunkirk in 1940, it now offers excursions around Britain. It was bought in 1974 for £1 by the
Paddle Steamer Preservation Society and been restored with the help of lottery, EU, Glasgow
City Council and Scottish Enterprise funds – see http://www.waverleyexcursions.co.uk/ for more
details.
Whilst on Holy Island we were treated to more modern examples of rock art. These were richly
painted and exquisitely carved, images of various Buddhist deities. Undoubtedly striking, they
were nevertheless an incongruous addition to a rugged Scottish and Celtic landscape.
By the end of our traditional haggis supper, cooked of course by Mac, we had already broken 2
of the 5 Golden Rules for promoting world peace and health, I quote:
•
•

To respect life and refrain from killing.
To encourage health and refrain from intoxicants (including alcohol, cigarettes and
drugs).

OK, the first was only midges, but I can offer no plea of mitigation for the second. We clearly
were not worthy enough for this place, so we slunk off next morning to drop Mac off at Lamlash
so he could return early for a wedding in Wiltshire that week-end.

Buddhist Rock Art on Holy Island
So, unsuspecting, and with a crew of only 3, we headed out to sea and our rendezvous with a
gale. We were so accustomed to the forecast erring on the side of safety that we were
unprepared for the error to be the other way. This was a bad mistake on my part; I should have
taken the trouble to practise putting up the storm jib. In the event it didn’t much matter because
we were able to make good progress with a 3-reefs in the main and a tiny amount of the genoa
unfurled, but if we had had to beat to windward, or if the gale had got worse and we had had to
drop the main, we would have needed the greater efficiency afforded by the storm jib.
We got to Campbeltown without mishap, and although we were still experiencing force 8 gusts
in Campbeltown Loch, at least the water was flat. The combination of driving rain and spray had
penetrated all of our oilies, especially David’s as he had done most of the helming. Kitted out in
dry clothes once again we felt we deserved a treat and so went on a tour of the Springbank
distillery.
At one time Campbeltown had 34 distilleries but, since they were critically dependent on the
American market, they were down to 2 following prohibition. One of the survivors is
Springbank, the oldest independent family-owned distillery in Scotland. It is also the only
distillery to carry out the entire production process on one site – from malting to bottling. It also

claims to be the only distillery in Scotland to produce 3 distinctive styles of malts, using different
production methods:
•
•
•

Hazelburn, a delicate triple-distilled, completely un-peated malt whisky in the style of the
lowland distilleries;
Longrow, a double-distilled heavily peated malt whisky in the style of the Islay malts,
and;
Springbank, a two-and-a-half times distilled whisky somewhere in between the other two.

The guy who showed us around was a real expert. He described in minute detail the process of
malting, where the barley is steeped in water to raise its moisture content followed by
germination, where enzymes begin to turn the starch into sugar, at which point the germination is
stopped before very little of the starch has hydrolysed, so that the conversion of starch to maltose
can occur in the mashing process … and so on! I was convinced he had trained as a biologist,
but actually he was an engineer from Switzerland on summer work experience.
Malt whisky is matured in barrels, typically bourbon barrels from America. But some
maturations are done in old sherry casks and these impart a particularly dark colour and a
sweetness to the spirit. Our guide told us that empty sherry casks were currently costing about
£700 compared with about £40 for bourbon casks. The reason is pure supply and demand –
people are just not drinking so much sherry these days.
We wanted to spend our last night on the island of Sanda, on the Mull of Kintyre. We were there
last year and learned that the owner was trying to sell the island. We wanted to go back and
check on progress; it was also 15 miles closer to Glenarm, so made a better setting-off point for
crossing the North Channel. However, I was worried about what the strong onshore winds,
blowing for several days now, had done to the sea-state close to the formidable prominatory
which is the Mull of Kintyre. To find out I rang up the coastguard, but they declined to offer
advice. However, they did offer an explanation of why we had experienced stronger winds in
Kilbrannon Sound than had been forecast: in southerly winds the airflow is funnelled between
the large land masses of the Mull of Kintyre and the island of Arran – this funnelling can add one
or two notches on the Beaufort scale to the forecast wind.
Unable to get local knowledge on the sea state around Sanda we went anyway. To begin with
we made use of the storm jib, but later the wind fell and we ended up tacking into the north side
of Sanda under full sail. We picked up a mooring buoy and spent our last evening listening to
the wind build up again followed, in the middle of a wild night, by swell which woke us up as
we started rolling. We did manage to have a drink ashore and spoke to the owner, who still

hadn’t sold; if you are interested see:
http://property.timesonline.co.uk/tol/life_and_style/property/article4358393.ece .
In the morning we set sail for Glenarm under storm jib again, but once we were in the shelter of
Northern Ireland we were back up to nearly a full sailing rig. And thus ended our fifth Scottish
cruise; it was windier and wetter than on previous occasions, but hugely enjoyable as usual.

The Route of Moyle Maiden – 7th–16th August 2009

